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AbstractRecent advances in computing, communication, and
data storage have led to an increasing number of
large digital libraries publicly available on the
Internet. In addition to alphanumeric data, other
modalities, including video play an important role in
these libraries. Ordinary techniques will not retrieve
required information from the enormous mass of
data stored in digital video libraries. Instead of
words, a video retrieval system deals with collections
of video records. Therefore, the system is confronted
with the problem of video understanding. The system
gathers key information from a video in order to
allow users to query semantics. The explicit
definitions and evaluation measures for video
associations are already introduced by integrating
the distinct feature of video data. To explore
associations among the audio and visual cues, a part
of algorithm involves Apriori. In order to increase
efficiency of algorithm, this paper is replacing
Apriori with modified (to work on streamed data)
Frequent Pattern-growth tree algorithm.
Index Terms- Video Mining, Multimedia Systems,
Association Mining.

data. The use of fp-tree will improve the time efficiency.
As well as to achieve parallelism, multicore capability
of fp-tree is also employed.
The paper is structured in following manner:
Knowledge based video indexing and system
architecture are discussed in section 2. FP- growth to
mine the associations between the different events is
presented in section 3.

II. RELATED WORK
Video analysis and feature extraction form the core part
of hierarchical semantic-sensitive video[7].

I. INTRODUCTION
Basically, content based video mining is achieved by
first shot boundary detection in order to split video in
different different shots. Then from each shot the key
frame is extracted, which is assumed to be representative
of that particular shot. Features from these extracted
frames are obtained and used for video indexing
purpose. When a piece of video is provided as input
these indices are used for comparison and wherever
match is found the belonging video get retrieved. But it
limits accuracy, as it does not exhibit any temporal
semantic. To this end, the semantic indexing and event
detection from the association perspective is introduced
to work with domain specific video. The association
between different events occurring over time period
related to specific domain video always provides the
semantic
insight
to
users.
In this paper, we are using fp-tree algorithm instead
of Apriori in order to mine associations among video

Fig. 1 Concept hierarchy for video news used in system

In general, videos are either contented, example
news, documentaries or without contents example sport
videos. In basketball videos, a series of actions, such as
camera pan->camera still->camera zoom-in->applause
-> scoreboard change, likely appear sequentially because
they usually accompany a goal event. [6]
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Fig. 3 The architecture of association-based video indexing

Fig. 2. Knowledge-based basketball video database management.

As shown in fig.2, the first level is the host association
of the games, example NBA, NCAA. The second level
consists of team names of each association such as
Houston, Duke, where each video can be explicitly placed
into one node. The interesting events from basketball can
be used as nodes at third level of indexing structure. Index
nodes with video shots are forming the lowest level of
hierachy, where each shot may have more than one
parent node as some shots may contain several events.

The architecture in fig.3 is implemented by following
the steps:
a. Segment video into shots by using shot boundary
detection techniques [10]. These shots are grouped into
two: court and non-court with consideration of dominant
color [11].
b. In order to construct second level index, team
names are acquired using caption text detection.
Caption text is detected by calculating edge difference
between frames, the unchanged contents form the
candidate text OCR (Optical Character Recognition)
Engine, WOCR are used.
c. The camera motion in shots also gives some
knowledge. To extract camera motions: Still, pan (left &
right), zoom (in & out), a qualitative camera motion
extraction method is used.[8]
d. Special audio events, e.g., audience applause & a
referee‟s whistle help to get semantic cues. To detect
audience cheering, the pitch of audio signal is used. To
detect a referee‟s whistle, spectrum domain features are
used.

Fig. 4. Video data transformation and generalization.

e. The application of above mentioned techniques
result in four separate streams. These streams combined
in one hybrid stream.

Fig. 5 A Mapping Table to Generalize Video Data

f.
To mine associations, two measures are used.
Temporal support and Temporal confidence, with respect
of which semantic relationship can be achieved[6].
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III. PROPOSED ASSOCIATION MINING WORK
To mine associations apriori is used. The drawback of
Apriori is it works in iterative manner, where each
iteration requires full database scanning. In order to
lower the number of database scans instead of apriori,
FP-growth algorithm is used. This will also lead to
achieve efficient time and space complexity.
To have a compliance with temporal support, at some
extent we will modify FP –tree algorithm. For the hybrid
sequence fig.6, we will apply the first step of Apriori, to
have the frequency of each event.Starting with null,
whatever the temporal support accordingly we will
partition the sequence.
Let TDT=2, then ABE FB BE (first two shots) is giving
first window. By arranging these events in descending
order of their frequency, we will have B:3, E:2,F:1, A:1
which gives rise to fig. 7a. Counter is used to keep track
of occurrence of each event, every successive event is
attached as child node to its parent node, more frequent
one. While proceeding with
next window, the
overlapping shots are used to maintain temporal
consistency among successive shots. The next window
will be of second and third shots i.e. BE ADF. Arranging
them in their order of frequency, we will get B:1, E:1,
F:1, D:1, A:1 of which shot 2 with events BE is already
processed, no counter increment for B, but with BEF as
prefix, we need to add D as child node to F and then
adding A as child node to D. Third and Fourth shots will
form our third window to be processed. i.e. ADF
EBDG, again by following same procedure as applied
on
previous windows, we will
have B:1 E:1
D:2 A:1 F:1 G:1 of which D:1 F:1 A:1 events are
already processed, we need to increment counters of B
and E by one only and G should be added as child to D
shown in fig 7c. The same procedure is repeated till the
end of stream of video.

Fig. 6

FP-tree Algorithm

Starting with the leaf node, the conditional pattern
base can be found. For let video data A, which is having
two conditional pattern bases, <B:5 E:4 F:2 A:1> and
<B:5E:4 F:2 D:1 A:1>.
As in each conditional pattern base the association is
found for once and if support that mentions the least
number of times the event should occur is 2, then no
conditional fp-tree is obtained. This support threshold is
different than the temporal support. In case of video
data B, two conditional pattern bases are obtained, <B:5
E:4 F:2 D:1> and <B:5 E:4 D:2>. With second
conditional pattern base D satisfies support 2, so can be
used for determining conditional fp-tree. Similarly, for
all nodes i.e. video data, conditional fp-tree are found.
Then, applying temporal confidence the appropriate
association rules are obtained.
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Fig. 7. FP-tree construction

Fig. 9. Flow Chart for Video Indexing
IV.

FUTURE WORKS AND CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have proposed the FP-tree on
Streamed data in order to increase the efficiency of
association mining algorithm. The strategies presented
here are specific to basketball videos, but for any kind of
videos from which associations among events are to be
extracted FP-tree can be applied. As FP-tree
construction does not involve candidate set generation as
that of Apriori, less computations, less number of
scanning and less amount of time it takes to mine
associations among events. In future to achieve more
efficiency, multithreading capability is to be employed.
Fig. 8. Frequent Event Determination

By searching patterns from hybrid stream with
constraints, appropriate association can be mined as well
as manually these associations are evaluated to put in
appropriate class of event.[6] Once event is detected for
each of the sequence of associated video data, indexing
is done.
To simplify the concept of video indexing, flow chart
is specified, which shows the flow among different steps
involved in it. As FP-tree requires only two passes, it is
faster than Apriori. It takes time to build, but once it is
bilt, frequent sequence of video data are read off easily.
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